In order to inspect the good and reliability of automated charging station's lightning protection design in airport, we set the comprehensive evaluation mathematical model of automated charging station in the airport, through the method of second order fuzzy comprehensive evaluation and evaluate the automated charging station's lightning protection design comprehensively by using the assessment data of expert database.
The Analysis of the Comprehensive Evaluation Index System about the Lightning Protection System in Automatic Charging Station
Index is the specific concept and value of the overall phenomena's reflection. Generally, the overall phenomena need several indexes to be reflected. And the index system is made of these related indexes. Index system reflects the digital relationship of the overall phenomena. It helps us to understand the relationship and development process of the content of technology economy comprehensively and deeply. Index system can't be set as we want and it has some principles. In this way, the index system that we set can be more reasonable and persuasive. Generally, index system should follow the following principles: system overall principles, scientific rigor principles, concise accurate principles, highlight the key principles, stable comparable principles and flexible feasibility principles. The overall level of automated charging station's comprehensive lightning protection design in airport involves many factors, such as resources equipment technology and human. So when evaluate the feasibility of automated charging station's comprehensive lightning protection design, we should set a quantitative index system according to the characteristics of lightning protection system and different levels and angles. In this way, the evaluation can be comprehensive and scientific. According to the evaluation of the index system such as integrity, mathematical and no redundancy, and the practical characteristics of automated charging station's lightning protection design system, we develop the pri-mary index collection and determine various index rating criteria. We got the evaluation index system through analysis, as Figure 1 shows [1] .
The Analysis of the Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Method
The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is based on the fuzzy mathematics and applies the principle of fuzzy synthesis. It can quantitate the factors which are not easy to quantitate and have fuzzy boundary. It is a method of evaluating comprehensively. The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method quantitates the fuzzy indexes that reflect the things which are evaluated, by structuring level fuzzy subsets and then, it synthesizes the indexes by using the principle of fuzzy transform. This method can considerate the subjective and objective factors and it is scientific intuitive and easy to operate.
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R is the fuzzy matrix of [ ] For every factor, the evaluation matrix must be ascertained through the first power fuzzy statistics.
B. First Order Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation
The first order evaluation B is ( ) 
In this expression, R is the fuzzy matrix of [ ] , U V .
C. Second Order Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation
The second order evaluation B is ( ) 
The Design about Lightning Protection of the Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation in Automatic Charging Station
Now, we evaluate the lightning protection design comprehensively through the method of second order fuzzy comprehensive evaluation [2] . We do statistics of the index's evaluation result which is evaluated by the experts. We get the relative weight and membership of each index by calculating, as Chart 1 shows. So, in this scheme, the score of the technology level is 0.646, the score of the feasibility is 0.628, the score of the reliability is 0.71, the score of the economy is 0.794 and the score of the overall scheme is 0.707.
The Evaluation Result Analysis of the Lightning Protection Design in Automatic Charging Station
From the result, we can conclude that in the aspect of index weight, economy is dominant and the second is technology level. The weight of feasibility is as the same as reliability and their proportion is small. And the aspects of reasonable equipment cooperation, the feasibility of guiding ideology, the feasibility of technology and construction, the safety of system, the reliability of equipment and the investment in equipment and so on play main role.
We can see from the result that the score of the economy is 0.794, the score of the reliability is 0.71, and the level is good. The system has good economy mainly because the automated charging station's lightning protection design adopts the optimization scheme of the lightning protection equipment. By using the modern lightning protection technology, the usage of the lightning protection equipment can be lessened efficiently at the premise of guaranteeing lightning protection effect, so the later investment in lightning protection equipment can be lessened. The score of the feasibility is 0.628 and the score of the technology level is 0.646 and the levels of them are all medium. The score of the overall scheme is 0.707 and the level is good. The result reflects that this scheme is reliable, economic and efficient. We can also know from the result that this lightning protection design can have better protection effect but need more advanced technology and lightning protection equipment and in the condition of limited budget, the investment should be lessened. More scientific management and lightning protection and maintenance personnel with High business quality are also needed.
